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Course Objectives  
Through this course we will: 

 
1. learn what a basic motor steering gear is and how servo motors are used to complete an action, 
 
2. learn the basic principles of robotics and principles of motion as they apply to physics and engineering, 
 
3. complete an experiment to control Yanshee robot's head rotation and enhance our understanding of robot 
joints and servo motors. 
 
 

 

Purpose of This Tutorial 
Physical activity in many animals as well as in humans is accomplished by joint connection and limb interaction. 
Robots, such as the Yanshee robot, are designed to imitate such activity by having the corresponding joints in 
order to move. Robots or robotic arms use servo motors, which are based on joints found in nature. Servo motors 
work as robot joints to perform movements, as shown in the images below. For example, humans complete leg 
movements through the knee joint and biological tissue, as shown in the first two images, while the robotic arm 
and the Yanshee robot knee complete basic movements through their joint motors. 
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                                         Fig. 1 Robotic arm joints and Yanshee robot joints imitate human joints  
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
Ampere Force: When a current passes through a wire placed in a magnetic field, it generates a force perpendicular 
to the direction of the magnetic induction line. This force is called ampere force. 
 
Motors: Motors convert electrical energy into mechanical energy and drive the movement of machines. One type 
of motor moves a wire coil in a magnetic field. When the current flows in the coil, opposite forces are generated 
on both sides of the coil, pushing the coil to rotate continuously. As a result, mechanical energy is generated. 
 

                                      
 
    Fig. 2 Schematic of a motor 
 
 
The force generated by electromagnetic induction is proportional to the strength of the current circulating in the 
wire. The greater the current, the greater the resulting amperage. If the direction of the current changes, the 
direction of the force also changes. Therefore, the magnitude and direction of the motor torque can be controlled 
by adjusting the strength and direction of the current. 
 
Steering Gears: 
Steering gears allow users to control the direction of a motorized object. They generally have low control accuracy, 
and are often used in toys such as plane and ship models. 
 
Servo Motors: 
Servo motors act as the joints of a robot that allow users to control the angle and movement of the robot’s limbs 
in a way that imitates human movement. Compared with ordinary steering gears, servo motors have higher 
control accuracy. Due to their low cost and small size, many small robots now use servo motors instead of steering 
gears for control. 
 
Servo motors are generally composed of several parts: a motor, a control circuit, a reduction gearbox, a sensor, 
and housing. The motor can be used to create precise movements in the joint by determining the motor's working 
state through the sensor and using the circuit to constantly change the current value of the motor. 
 
Based on the different applications, the servo motor can usually be divided into three control methods: torque 
control, speed control, and position control. In each control mode, the unit or quantity to be controlled is 
consistent with the input. For example, the motor’s speed is proportional to the input in the speed control; when 
the input is increased, the speed is increased; when the input is decreased, the speed is decreased; and when the 
input is reduced to zero, the motor stops rotating. 
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Fig. 3 Physical structure of a servo motor 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 A servo motor on Yanshee 

 
 

Requirements: 
Hardware:  

● Yanshee robot 
● Mobile phone 
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Software: 

● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python development environment 
● Yanshee app (installed on the mobile phone) 
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Working Principle: 
Servo motors can be divided into two types: 180-degree servo motor (which has limited rotation up to 180 
degrees), and 360-degree servo motor (which can rotate in a full circle like an ordinary motor). The servo motors 
used in the Yanshee robots are 180-degree servo motors. When the Yanshee’s servo motors are given instructions, 
the rudder turns to the angle specified, within a range of 0 to 180 degrees for each joint. 

 
 

Example: Using Python Programming to Control the Robot 
Head Servo Rotation 

 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", "127.0.0.1") 
if (0 != ret): 
print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
exit(1) 
 
#--------------------------Test servo 17------------------------------- 
servoinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTSERVO_T() 
 

#在这里填写你希望头部舵机转到的角度 

servoinfo. SERVO17_ANGLE = 60 
ret = RobotApi.ubtSetRobotServo(servoinfo, 20) 
time.sleep(2) 
 

#回到默认90度位置 

servoinfo. SERVO17_ANGLE = 90 
ret = RobotApi.ubtSetRobotServo(servoinfo, 20) 
 
#--------------------------DisConnection--------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 
 
Code Description:  
We use the function RobotApi.ubtSetRobotServo(UBTEDU_ROBOTSERVO_T *servoAngle, int iTime);. 
The first parameter of the angle value for the servo motor represents the angle of each Yanshee body, and the last 
parameter is the time of the servo motor’s movement. By assigning values to servoinfo.SERVO17_ANGLE, we can 
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change the angle of the Yanshee's head servo motor. (SERVO17_ANGLE is the serial number of the head servo 
motor. The servo motor’s serial number will be explained in the next course.) 
 
Each unit of the time parameter is equal to 20ms (i.e., when the parameter is 1, the motion time is 20ms). 
Therefore, when the function RobotApi.ubtSetRobotServo (servoinfo, 20) is executed, the head will take 20 units 
of 20ms, or 400ms, to rotate to the 60-degree position. 
 
The approximate range of motion of the Yanshee's head servo motor is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5 Range of motion for the Yanshee’s head servo motor 

 
 

In The Next Tutorial:  
In this tutorial, we learned about servo motors and how to control the angle of a steering gear on the Yanshee 
robot. We can use this method to control the movement of multiple steering gears to achieve a series of actions.  
 
In the next tutorial, we will learn about a series of servo motor movements and read-back programming.  
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Tutorial Objectives  
Through this tutorial we will: 
 

1) learn and explore the components of the Yanshee robot, 
 

2) learn the principles of the servo motor and how the robot performs various actions, 
 

3) program and edit a set of actions for the Yanshee robot to perform, and 
 

4) learn how to use Python to incorporate and execute action files to get familiar with more powerful robot-
action programming techniques. 
 

Purpose of This Tutorial 
In the previous tutorial, users learned how the Yanshee robot’s servo motors move. The servo motors in the 
Yanshee robot are equivalent to human joints. For many specific movements, only being able to rotate the servo 
motor does not suffice; more complicated actions require multiple joints to coordinate with each other and 
perform their executions together. For example, a complex human movement such as dancing involves the 
simultaneous movement of multiple joints. This is accomplished by having the brain send signals to the central 
nervous system, which tells certain muscles to contract or relax, causing different joints to move. The Yanshee 
robot has a similar system to create movement—the robot’s processor tells the serial bus to cause the servo 
motors to rotate, which creates movements.  
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
Microcontroller: The single-chip microcontroller is an integrated circuit chip. It is a small, sophisticated 
microcomputer system integrated into a single silicon chip using very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technology. The 
components integrated on the chip are a central processing unit (CPU) with a data processing capability, a random 
access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), a variety of I/O ports, an interrupt system, and a timer/counter 
function. It may also include circuits such as display driver circuits, pulse width modulation circuits, analog 
multiplexers, and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters. Microcontrollers are widely used in the field of industrial 
control. There has been a continuous growth in their performance from the original 4-bit, to the 8-bit of the 1980s, 
to the modern 300M high-speed microcontrollers.   
 
Serial Bus: A serial bus is a system that transfers data one bit at a time through a single wire or fiber. A serial bus 
can control multiple servo motors. In addition, with the serial bus control method the servo motors can also 
transmit signals back to the control end, which means that the control end can read information about the servo 
motors positions. Unlike PWM control, encoded binary messages are transmitted through the single serial bus. 
 
Duty Cycle: The duty cycle is the ratio of the space between two pulses, which is known as the pulse width (t), to 
the time taken by a signal to complete an on-and-off cycle, which is known as the total cycle period (T). The value 
indicates the amount of time the signal is on verses off. For instance, if the duty cycle ratio is 7/10, then the signal 
is on 7/10 of the time and off 3/10 of the time. 
 

 
Fig 1. Duty cycle 

 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Signal: A variable-width pulse waveform. The two main components determining 
its behavior are the duty cycle and the frequency. The control of the device is achieved by adjusting the duty cycle. 
 

Analog Servo Motors: Analog servo motors are servo motors that are controlled by the PWM signal. When the 

analog servo motor is running, the PWM signal is continuously received from the control terminal at a certain 
frequency—generally 50 Hz (50 cycles per second). The angle indicated by each signal is similar to the actual angle 
of the servo motor’s physical orientation. Therefore, every minor change in the input signal corresponds to a 
change in the angle rotation at the output. 

 

Digital Servo Motors: Like analog servo motors, digital servo motors also use PWM signals to drive the motor, but 
they receive a different control signal. In general, digital servo motors need to receive a pulse signal to get the 
angle to be turned. The processor inside the servo motor analyzes this angle and automatically generates 
continuous control pulses, which are sent to the servo motor at a high frequency—300 Hz (300 cycles per 
second)—to drive it to rotate. By detecting the duration in which the signal shows a high level, the servo motor can 
determine the output position (i.e., physical orientation). This not only makes the control easier but also improves 
the frequency of signals received by the servo motors, which makes the rotation smoother. 
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Fig 2. Pulse width and output position 

 
 
 
Servo Motor ID: A servo motor ID is an identification number embedded in the message code that helps each 
individual servo motor identify which messages are intended for it. If the servo motor ID of the message is 
consistent with a servo motor’s ID, that servo motor responds according to the content of the message. If a servo 
motor fails or functions differently than instructed by the encoded message with its servo motor ID, it can report in 
real-time, fix the problem, and then perform the correct desired function. 
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Fig 3. Message transmission through the serial bus 

 
Servo Motor Readback: The act of reading back the positional information stored in the control terminal about a 
servo motor. Servo motors can determine their current position using the internal sensor, and then encode a 
message containing this information back to the control terminal that had sent the original command. The 
structure of the serial bus makes it possible for this back and forth transition of data. 
 
Softened State: This is the off state of the servo motor. In this state, the servo motor can be manually rotated by 
hand. 
 
Hardened State: This is the power-on state, in which the servo motor is receiving continuous PWM signals. In this 
state, it becomes difficult to move the servo motor manually. 
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Servo Motor Power Loss: The servo motor will lose power if it is not sent a PWM signal by the drive circuit. 
  

Servo Motor Self-Protection State: A state in which a servo motor protects itself from damage by ceasing to 
respond to various controls. A servo motor that has sensors to monitor the system’s temperature will prevent any 
damage by causing the unit to stop working if overheating is detected. When Yanshee robot’s servo motor moves 
into the “self-protection state,” the LED on the servo motor will start to flash. This should be an indication to the 
user to restart the Yanshee robot and let the servo motors cool down and return to a normal operating state. 
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Requirements: 
Hardware requirements:  

• Yanshee robot 

• Mobile phone 

  
Software requirements:  

• Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 

• Linux system 

• Python development environment 

• Yanshee app (installed on the mobile phone) 
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Working Principle: 
Yanshee Readback Programming Procedure and Principle: In humanoid robots like Yanshee, the robot’s posture 
can be represented as a set of angles of all of the robot’s servo motors. Users can program the Yanshee robot to 
rotate the servo motors to recorded angles to reproduce a desired posture. A continuous movement can be 
created by saving multiple postures of the Yanshee robot and executing them at regular intervals. The postures 
that build this motion are like the individual frames of a video. 
 
In the Yanshee robot’s app, users can readback the robot’s physical posture and edit the commands to execute 
these desired movements again. To program the Yanshee robot to record its postures, click "PRP" on the home 
screen interface and then the "Programming" button to enter the readback programming interface. Then click the 
button in the upper-right corner to connect the Yanshee robot. 
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Clicking “M” (manual readback) in the lower-left corner allows the user to select which of Yanshee’s limbs they 
would like to program. In this interface, selecting one of the Yanshee robot's limbs causes the corresponding servo 
motors to be put into a softened state, allowing users to manually move or rotate the robot’s actual limb to create 
a gesture. By clicking the manual readback button, the servo motor angles of the gesture will be recorded. 
Selecting a powered-off limb in the interface will cause the corresponding servo motors to power up and return to 
their original positions. 
 
Users can record multiple gestures, and when the “Preview” button is clicked, the Yanshee robot starts from the 
beginning and performs these gestures consecutively to form a coherent action.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
One major challenge with this edited action is that the execution is slow. The execution can be sped up in the 
editing features by clicking the “edit” button to enter the edit mode, then selecting an action frame causing the 
button on the toolbar below the screen to light up. Users can then adjust the duration of time the action frame is 
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executed (time from beginning to end of the action) and the interval (length of wait time before the next frame 
starts after the action ends). Adjusting the execution time and interval can control the speed and rhythm of the 
action and can be set to the user’s preference. 
 

To save the action to the app, click the “Save” button. The angular data, execution time, and interval duration of 
each frame of the action are stored in a file. In the action list, the user can view all the saved action files as well as 
access and open them for editing. By selecting “Share to WeChat,” the user can share the action file with others; 
selecting “Send to Yanshee” will send the action file to the Yanshee robot and execute it with the code. 
 

 

 

 
Example: Using Python Programming for Corresponding Robot 
Action File Call 
The Yanshee robot’s software development kit (SDK) encoding interface allows users to implement continuous 
action file execution. The following code runs an action file called "Hit left.” 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
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#---------------------------Do one action----------------------------------- 
#actionName = ['Forward','Hit left','Hit right','Left slide tackle','reset','Right']  
iRepeat = 1 
#for name in pcName: 
actionName = "Hit left" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtStartRobotAction(actionName,iRepeat) 
if ret != 0: 
    print("Can not start robot action! Error Code: %d" % ret) 
    exit(3) 
#---------------------------Disconnect-------------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 
Code Description: The RobotApi.ubtStartRobotAction(actionName, iRepeat) function allows users to instruct the 
robot to execute the action file, where actionName is the name of the file, iRepeat is the number of times the 
action is repeated, and 0 means to keep executing the action. The RobotApi.ubtStopRobotAction() function can be 
used to stop the action being performed. For more API instructions, please refer to the relevant SDK user manual 
or the previous chapter. 
 
Code Execution: Save the file as hitleft.py and observe the effect on the Yanshee robot action after executing 
Python hitleft.py under /home/pi. 

 
 

Advanced Experiment—Yanshee Robot Doing Push-Ups: Users can write their own push-up.hts program by 
reading back programmatically by copying it to the corresponding Yanshee robot directory, completing the Python 
code call under mnt/1xrobot/res/hts, and executing it. 
 
 

In The Next Tutorial:  
In this tutorial, users learned how to edit an action file using the app and how to use the Python interface to 
complete corresponding actions.  
 
In the next tutorial, we will run the corresponding Yanshee robot motion files to complete the comprehensive 
application scenario that we want through various input links, including speech input, visual input, and sensor 
input, which the Yanshee robot can use to stand up after falling. 
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Tutorial Objectives  
Through this tutorial users will: 
 

1) learn basic principles of audio file coding, decoding, and propagation, 
2) learn about masking effects, 
3) learn the principles of and the difference between lossy and lossless compression, and 
4) program the Yanshee robot for audio recording, reading, and playing audio data. 

 

Purpose of This Tutorial 
The user communicates which movements the Yanshee robot should make through programming of the 
processors. In turn, the Yanshee robot is able to communicate with users via sound. In this tutorial users will learn 
how audio files are stored and transmitted for the Yanshee robot to use for communication.  
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
 
Analog to Digital (A/D) and Digital to Analog (D/A) Conversions 
In audio processing, the audio analog signal is first converted into a digital signal (A/D conversion) via sampling. 
When the audio is to be played out as a sound output, the digital signal is converted into an analog signal (D/A 
conversion). 
 
Sampling and Sampling Frequency 
Sampling is required to convert the analog audio signals into digital audio signals. The number of samples per 
second is called the sampling frequency. 
 
Samples 
The digital signal is represented by bits of 0s and 1s. Sampling digits are the number of bits of 0s and 1s used to 
represent a sample, also referred to as sampling accuracy. The more bits used, the closer the output is to the 
actual sound. If 8 bits are used, the range of sampling values is -128 to 127. If 16 bits are used, the sampling range 
is -32768 to 32767. Currently, 16 bits are generally used for sampling. 
 
Channel 
Usually only one channel is used for speech. Music can use one channel (mono-channel), two channels (dual-
channel, such as stereo), or multi-channel, which is known as “surround sound” and is generally used in movie 
theaters. 
 
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 
PCM is a digital technique that involves sampling an analog signal at regular intervals and coding the 
measured amplitude into a series of binary values, which are transmitted by modulation of a pulsed, 

or intermittent, carrier. It is the standard technique in telecommunications transmission. 
 
Audio Bit Rate 
The audio bit rate indicates how many bits of encoded (compressed) audio data need to be represented per 
second. The relationship between bit rate and audio compression is that the higher the bit rate, the better the 
sound quality but the larger the encoded file. To calculate the audio bit rate, use the following formula:  

（# of channels）* (sampling frequency in kHz) * (# sampling bits) = Mbit/s. 

 
Audio Coding Format 
The audio bit rate is related to the actual sound quality of the audio. High quality audio files are generally very 
large in size. These files can be compressed using two audio coding formats: lossless and lossy.  

 
Lossless Compression 
Lossless compression mainly uses information redundancy for data compression. Lossless compression is a 
reversible process. Lossless compression is more suitable for work that requires repeated archiving and reading.  
 
The lossless audio format does not produce data or quality loss when it is decompressed, and the decompressed 
data remains the same as the original data. If it is necessary to guarantee the original quality of a music file, a 
lossless audio data compression program (a.k.a. “codec”) is used. Common lossless compression formats are WAV, 
PCM, ALS, ALAC, TAK, FLAC, APE, and WavPack(WV). 
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Fig. 1：Lossless compression spectrum of an audio file 

 
Lossy Compression 
The lossy file format is based on an acoustic psychology model that removes sounds that are difficult or impossible 
for humans to hear. Because the range of audibility in humans is 20 to -20000 Hz, some audio bits are not 
perceived when audio is compressed. Lossy removes those sound bits to reduce the size of the file without losing 
the audio bits that a person recognizes as sound. It can be seen that the spectrum of lossy compression (Fig. 2) is 
denser than that of lossless compression of the same audio file (Fig. 1). Common audio compression formats are 
MP3, AAC, WMA, and Ogg Vorbis. 
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Fig. 2: Lossy compression spectrum of the same audio file 

 
Encoding 
Digital audio is usually large because it is not compressed, which is not conducive to storage and transmission. For 
example, the sampling frequency of a two-channel digital audio file is 44.1 kHz, and the sampling bit number is 16 

bit, so its bit rate is： 

 

2（channels）*44.1 kHz (sampling frequency) * 16 (sampling bits) = 1.411 Mbit/s 

 
 
For this ordinary audio file to be transmitted, 1.411 Mbits of data must be transmitted per second; this amount of 
data can be difficult to send in such a short period of time. A more complex and developed audio file will be larger 
and, therefore, even more difficult to transmit, which is why audio files require a wide variety of compression 
algorithms to handle transmission and storage. This compression process is called encoding.  
 
 
Spectral Masking 
When a sound’s intensity (volume) is less than a certain threshold, the human ear will not be able to detect that 
sound. This threshold is called the minimum audible threshold. When there is another sound with greater intensity 
(i.e., louder), the intensity threshold near that sound’s frequency will increase, creating a “masking effect” as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3：Spectral masking effect 

 
The human ear is most sensitive to sounds from 2 kHz to 5 kHz (where the intensity threshold is lowest), and 
sounds at too low or too high a frequency are very dull. The intensity threshold can be increased for a small range 
by adding a sound that is louder than the normal threshold. For instance, a sound with a frequency of 0.2 kHz 
usually has a threshold of 15 dB. If the sound is made with an intensity of 60 dB, the thresholds on either side of 
this frequency have increased—in this instance, between 0.1 and 1 kHz.  
 
With the addition of this loud sound, the threshold value has been greatly increased, and the minimum sound 
intensity that the human ear can sense in this range has been raised. If the intensity of the sound signal in the 
range of 0.1 kHz to 1 kHz is less than the boosted threshold curve, it will not be heard. In the case of data, these 
weak signals, which are present at the same time as the strong masking signals, can be regarded as soundless and 
do not have to be transmitted. 
 
 
Time Domain Masking 
When the strong sound signal and the weak sound signal appear simultaneously, or almost simultaneously, there is 
also a time domain masking effect. The time domain masking process curve is shown in Fig. 4, divided into pre-
masking, simultaneous masking, and post-masking. 
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Fig. 4：Time-domain masking effect 

 
From the figure we can see that the masking effect in the time domain can be divided into three types: pre-
masking, simultaneous masking, and post-masking. When a strong signal masks a weak signal that comes before it, 
it is called pre-masking. Simultaneous masking is when a strong signal masks a weak signal that exists at the same 
time. When a strong signal masks a weak signal that comes after it, it is known as post-masking. As with spectral 
masking, these masked weak signals are unheard by humans and can therefore be regarded as redundant signals. 
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Requirements  

Hardware requirements 
·             Yanshee robot 
·             Mobile phone 
 

  
 
Software requirements 
·             Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
·             Linux system 
·             Python development environment 
·             Yanshee app (installed on the mobile phone) 
·             PyAudio Python library 
 
  

                         
 

                                                        
 
 
 

https://people.csail.mit.edu/hubert/pyaudio/docs/
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Working Principle 
 

 
Fig. 5: The basic principle of audio coding for the Yanshee robot 

 
Humans use sound to quickly communicate information to each other, without the need for tools. Being 
able to make sounds allows robots such as the Yanshee to communicate with the user in real time. The 
Yanshee must have audio files to access in order for the robot to communicate via sound (output), and 
these audio files must be created, compressed, and input by the user (Fig. 5). 
 
In the Yanshee robot's app, users can add sound and music files. To program the Yanshee robot’s audio 
files, click “PRP” on the home screen interface and then the music note button (….) 
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Users can learn to program the Yanshee robot with audio recordings by following the example below. 

  

 
Example: Using Python Programming to Read Audio Data  

Users can implement the corresponding programming function through Yanshee SDK API, 

then execute the relevant code: 

 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
import pyaudio,wave 
 
pa = pyaudio.PyAudio()  
stream = pa.open(format=pyaudio.paInt16, 
                 channels=1, 
                 rate=16000, 
                 input=True,  
                frames_per_buffer=2000)  
 
save_buffer = ''  
 
wf = wave.open('output.wav', 'wb') 
wf.setnchannels(1)  
wf.setsampwidth(2)  
wf.setframerate(16000) 
try: 
    while True:  
        string_audio_data = stream.read(1000) 
        save_buffer += string_audio_data 
        if len(save_buffer) >= 160000: 
            wf.writeframes(save_buffer) 
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            break 
except: 
    wf.close() 
 
Execute python script 
$ sudo python record.py 

 
With the recorded audio file, we can play it through the music player supported by the Raspbian system, such as 
Aplay, Mpg123, Sox, etc. We use sox to play here. To install the sox package, use the following command: 
 

sudo apt-get install sox  

 
To play the WAV format audio: 
 

$ play output.wav  
 
output.wav: 
 
 File Size: 160k      Bit Rate: 256k 
  Encoding: Signed PCM     
  Channels: 1 @ 16-bit    
Samplerate: 16000Hz       
Replaygain: off          
  Duration: 00:00:05.00   
 
In:100%  00:00:05.00 [00:00:00.00] Out:240k  [      |      ]        Clip:0     
Done. 

 
From the command output above, you can see that the number of audio samples just recorded in python is 16 bit 
and the sampling frequency is 16000 Hz. This information can be used to calculate the bit rate: 
 
16 bit (sample bits) * 16000 Hz (sampling frequency) * 1 (channel) = 256000 (bit rate) 
 

Advanced Experiments: 

Next, users can try modifying the recorded sound to two channels, and then observe what happens to the bit rate.  
 

Applications 

 

In actual life, toys, satellite navigation systems, telephones, and many more products use sound 

propagation to communicate with users. 
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Conclusion 

 

With touch sound propagation, users can write a variety of programs to have the Yanshee robot 

interact with the objects and people using sounds. 
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Tutorial Objectives  
Through this tutorial users will: 
 

1) learn about common audio interface, 
2) learn what codec is and how to control it, and 
3) learn how to use the ZL38050 for noise suppression and echo cancellation. 

 

Purpose of This Tutorial 
Humans often hear several people talking at the same time, but humans are capable of easily extracting real, 
useful sounds from complex background sounds, such as undesired noises, echoes, etc. For instance, two people 
having a conversation are able to hear each other and ignore the sound of rain outside, or their footsteps echoing 
in a stairwell, or traffic passing by. Hence, echo cancellation, noise suppression, reverberation cancellation, etc., 
must be taken into consideration to ensure the accuracy of the Yanshee robot’s speech recognition.  
 
The ZL38050 chip for echo cancellation and noise suppression gives the Yanshee robots this capability. With this 
mechanism, what the user says will not go undetected or unrecognized by the robot due to sound interference 
from background noises. 
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
Common Audio Interface: Common audio interface is [what is needed to get sound in and out of a computer.  
Audio interface could be as small as a microphone jack or an external box with multiple inputs. 
 
Codec: “Codec,” a portmanteau of the words “coder” and “decoder,” refers to a device or program that can 
encode and decode a signal or data stream. Codecs are able to transmit data quickly by compressing it. 
 
Chip Select: How an individual chip (a.k.a. circuit) or group of chips on a bus is selected for a task. When the chip is 
in the active state it responds as though all commands going through the bus are for it; in the inactive state, the 
chip ignores all commands. This allows for data to be sent to or received from selected chips even though multiple 
chips are on the same bus that is receiving all of the commands. 
 
Inter-Integrated Circuit Bus (I2C): Pronounced “eye-squared-see,” I2C is a serial communication bus that uses a 
multi-master-slave node architecture. Newer I2Cs have different modes depending on the transmission rate: low-
speed mode (10 Kbit/s), standard mode (100 Kbit/s), full speed (400 Kbit/s), fast mode (1 Mbit/s), and high speed 
(3.2 Mbit/s), and communication can be suspended by dropping the frequency to zero.  

 
I2C Bus Specification: A typical embedded system consists of one or more microcontrollers and peripheral devices 

like memories, converters, I/O expanders, LCD drivers, sensors, matrix switches, etc. The complexity and the cost 

of connecting all those devices together must be kept to a minimum. The system must be designed in such a way 

that slower devices can communicate with the system without slowing down faster ones. 
 
To satisfy these requirements a serial bus is needed. A bus means specification for the connections, protocol, 
formats, addresses and procedures that define the rules on the bus. This is exactly what I2C bus specifications 
define. 

 
Two Wire Protocol: The I2C bus uses two wires: serial data (SDA) and serial clock (SCL) as shown in Fig. 1. All I2C 
devices are connected with only those two wires. Both signals (SCL and SDA) are bidirectional. They are connected 
via resistors to a positive power supply voltage. This means that when the bus is free, both lines are high. All 
devices on the bus must have open-collector or open-drain pins. The number of the devices on a single bus is 
almost unlimited—the only requirement is that the bus capacitance does not exceed 400 pF. Because logical 1 
level depends on the supply voltage, there is no standard bus voltage. 
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Fig. 1: Two wire protocol 

 
Each device can be a transmitter, a receiver, or both. Some devices are “masters” (they generate bus clock and 
initiate communication on the bus), while other devices are “slaves” that respond to the commands on the bus. In 
order to communicate with a specific device, each slave device must have an address that is unique on the bus. I2C 
master devices (usually microcontrollers) don’t need an address since no other slave device sends commands to 
the master. 
 
Arbitration: A process to determine which of the masters on the bus can use the bus when more than one master 
needs to use it. 
 
Serial Peripheral Interface Bus (SPI): An interface that enables the serial (one bit at a time) exchange of data 
between two devices, one called a master and the other called a slave. 
 
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC): A type of device for converting an analog form of a continuous signal into a 
digital form of a discrete signal. 
 
Digital to Analog Converter (DAC): A device that converts a digital signal into an analog signal (in the form of 
current, voltage, or electric charge). 
 
Integrated Interchip Sound (I2S): Pronounced “eye-squared-ess” and also known as “inter-IC sound,” I2S is a serial 
bus interface standard used for connecting digital audio devices together.  
 
Digital Audio Interface (DAI) 
A special interface to offer a platform that completes the conformance of speech codec test and the SLR/RLR 
(sending/receiving loudness rating) performance test of the analog and acoustic devices. 
 
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 
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A system that uses a series of multi-bit words to characterize a sampled signal. In a PCM stream, the amplitude of 
the analog signal is sampled at uniform intervals, and each sample is quantized to the nearest value within a range 
of digital steps. 
 
Software Developers Kit (SDK) 
A kit that consists of a set of programs that can be used to write application programs, usually including a screen 
builder, linker, editor, and compiler. 
 

 

Requirements 
Hardware requirements: 

● Yanshee robot 
● A wireless keyboard and mouse 
● One HDMI 
● Monitor 
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Working Principle 
Speech recognition requires the use of some noise reduction and de-echo algorithms. In the Yanshee robot the 
ZL38050 chip is used for echo cancellation and noise suppression to reduce the impact of environmental 
background sounds. The ZL38050 needs to load firmware and configuration files while working, so the Yanshee 
includes an SPI flash memory to store these files. 
 
When voice recognition is performed, the audio data is input from the digital microphone, undergoes the chip's 
noise reduction, and then the echo algorithm is input to the Raspberry Pi. After the voice recognition is completed 
and audio output is required, the Raspberry Pi sends the audio data to the chip through the I2S interface. The chip 
converts the analog signal to the power amplifier through the internal DAC component. The location of the chip 
can be seen in the highlighted part of Fig. 2. 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2：Hardware schematic showing the Raspberry Pi (black box) and microphone (green box) 

 
Some complex chips need to be driven for SDK to be used. The ZL38050 in the Yanshee robot also has an SDK, 
providing the underlying driver and some of the user software.  

 
 

 

Example: Downloading Audio Files to the Yanshee Robot 
 
The Yanshee ZL38050 SDK allows users to implement the echo and background noise reduction functions when 
inputting audio recordings. The SDK can be downloaded from Github at https://github.com/Microsemi/ZLK38AVS, 

or the following command can be used to clone software to the local： 

 

https://github.com/Microsemi/ZLK38AVS
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$ git clone https://github.com/Microsemi/ZLK38AVS 
Cloning into 'ZLK38AVS'... 
remote: Counting objects: 303, done. 
remote: Compressing objects: 100% (79/79), done. 
remote: Total 303 (delta 21), reused 68 (delta 18), pack-reused 203 
Receiving objects: 100% (303/303), 36.02 MiB | 206.00 KiB/s, done. 
Resolving deltas: 100% (82/82), done. 

 
Compiling the SDK 
To compile the SDK, you will need to modify the configuration according to the hardware. The SDK manages this 
compilation through the makefile, which you can get further information about through make help. To access 
make help, use the following command: 
 

$ make help 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
| Microsemi AVS Kit software version 2.1.2                                                    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
| SHELL=/bin/bash 
| ROOTDIR=/home/pi/Downloads/ZLK38AVS/vproc_sdk 
| SDKDIRS=vproc_sdk 
| MODDIRS=/usr/local/avs 
| OVERLDIRS=/boot/overlays 
| APPSDIRS=/usr/local/bin/ 
| USERDIR=/home/pi 
| USERPROFILE= 
| USER:GROUP=pi:pi 
| To compile the Microsemi Voice Processing SDK: make vproc_sdk or make 
| To compile the SDK, configure the host to bootup with the SDK driver/apps, download/compile Amazon Alexa : make all 
| To compile the SDK, and configure the host to bootup with the SDK driver/apps : make host 
| To undo everything done by the SDK compilation and install (Amazon alexa is not removed): make clean 
| To undo everything done by make all compilation: make cleanall 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Modifying the Configuration 
The SDK of the chip is usually managed through the SPI interface, but due to the design of the Yanshee robot, this 
chip is managed through I2C. You will therefore need to modify the config.mk configuration in the SDK. In this 
instance, the code in red below indicates code that should be added by the user: 
 

# -------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
#   FILE NAME: config.mk 
#   AUTHOR: Microsemi 
#   DESCRIPTION: This config file contains global variables used 
#   by either the vproc SDK code the apps or by the top level Makefile 
# 
# -------------------------------------------------------------- 
export INSTALL_MSCC_MOD_DIR =/usr/local/avs 
export INSTALL_MSCC_OVERLAYS_DIR =/boot/overlays 
export INSTALL_MSCC_APPS_PATH =/usr/local/bin/ 
export HBI_MOD_LOCAL_PATH =$(ROOTDIR)/lnxdrivers/lnxhbi/lnxkernel 
export MSCC_LOCAL_LIB_PATH =$(ROOTDIR)/libs 
 
export platformUser :=`id -un` 
export platformGroup :=`id -gn` 
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export HBI=I2C 

 
 

$make host 

 
Post-Compilation  
After the compilation is complete, the software will automatically install the driver and modify the Raspberry Pi 
launch configuration. The most important part of this process is the configuration of the Advanced Linux Sound 
Architecture (ALSA), and the robot's /boot/config.txt startup configuration. 
 
If the compilation process fails, you will see the following error message: 
 

/lib/modules/4.9.41-v7+/build: No such file or directory 

 
 
In this case, use the command below: 
 

$ sudo apt-get install --reinstall raspberrypi-bootloader raspberrypi-kernel 

 

$ sudo rpi-update a6b3e852ca70f2a12850b4542438583cc3b29788 

 
Check the Configuration 
The SDK will configure a new ALSA as follows: 
 

$ cat /etc/asound.conf  
 
pcm.dmixed { 
    ipc_key 1025 
    type dmix 
    slave { 
        pcm "hw:sndmicrosemidac,0" 
        channels 2 
        rate 48000 
    } 
} 
 
pcm.dsnooped { 
    ipc_key 1027 
    type dsnoop 
    slave { 
        pcm "hw:sndmicrosemidac,0" 
        channels 1 
        rate 48000 
    } 
} 
 
pcm.asymed { 
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    type asym 
    playback.pcm "dmixed" 
    capture.pcm "dsnooped" 
} 
 
pcm.!default { 
    type plug 
    slave.pcm "asymed" 
} 
 
ctl.!default { 
    type hw 
    card sndmicrosemidac 
} 

 
/boot/config.txt configuration 
 
In this instance, the code in red below opens the I2S configuration of the Raspberry Pi and uses the new driver: 
 

# Uncomment some or all of these to enable the optional hardware interfaces 
dtparam=i2c_arm=on 
dtparam=i2s=on 
dtparam=spi=on 
 
# Uncomment this to enable the lirc-rpi module 
#dtoverlay=lirc-rpi 
 
# Additional overlays and parameters are documented /boot/overlays/README 
 
# Enable audio (loads snd_bcm2835) 
#dtparam=audio=on 
 
# NOOBS Auto-generated Settings: 
hdmi_force_hotplug=1 
start_x=1 
gpu_mem=128 
enable_uart=1 
dtoverlay=i2s-mmap 
dtoverlay=microsemi-spi-overlay 
dtoverlay=microsemi-spi-multi-tw-overlay 
dtoverlay=microsemi-dac-overlay 

 
Creating a Recording 
Audio recordings can be created for the Yanshee robot to play by using the following code. In this instance, the 
code in red below opens the I2S configuration of the Raspberry Pi and uses the new driver: 

 

$ sudo rec test.wav 
 

Input File     : 'default' (alsa) 

Channels       : 2 
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Sample Rate    : 48000 
Precision      : 16-bit 
Sample Encoding: 16-bit Signed Integer PCM 
 
In:0.00% 00:00:01.45 [00:00:00.00] Out:65.5k [     =|=     ] 

 
Playing a Recording 
Audio recordings can be played by the Yanshee robot by using the following code. In this instance, the code in red 
below opens the I2S configuration of the Raspberry Pi and uses the new driver: 
 

$ sudo play test.wav  
 
test.wav: 
 
 File Size: 7.41M     Bit Rate: 1.54M 
  Encoding: Signed PCM     
  Channels: 2 @ 16-bit    
Samplerate: 48000Hz       
Replaygain: off          
  Duration: 00:00:38.57   
 
In:15.7% 00:00:06.06 [00:00:32.51] Out:291k  [  -===|===-  ]        Clip:0 

 
Users will notice that when sounds are processed by the echo suppression mechanism they become more pure 
and realistic. 
 
 

Applications  
In real life situations, hearing functions are used in a variety of ways, including virtual assistants and interactive 
voice response systems. 
 
 

Conclusion 
With the ZL38050 chip, users can program the Yanshee robot to respond to sounds from its environment. 
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Tutorial Objectives  
 
Through this tutorial, users will: 

1) learn what infrared sensors are, and 
2) learn how the Yanshee robot uses infrared sensors to measure distances. 

 

 
Purpose of This Tutorial 
 
In the previous tutorial, users learned how the Yanshee uses audio files to hear its surroundings. Sensory 
information allows people, animals, and even some plants to observe and react to their surroundings. People can 
see, smell, taste, touch, and hear. Sensors allow robots to react to their surroundings. The distance sensor lets the 
robot know how close it is to surrounding obstacles, the temperature sensor lets the robot know the surrounding 
temperature, the touch and pressure sensors let the robot know if it is touching something, and the color sensor 
lets the robot see the color of the object. Sensors are the critical components that allow robots to interact with the 
world.   
 
In this series of tutorials, users will learn how to program an infrared sensor so that the Yanshee robot can 
determine distances between objects. 
 
 
 

Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
 
Infrared light: Infrared is a portion of the light spectrum (Fig. 1) that is not visible to the human eye. These 
electromagnetic waves have a longer wavelength (between 780 nm and 1 mm) than the color red. Any object, 
regardless of its temperature or visible color, is an infrared radiation source. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Light spectrum 
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Distance: Distance refers to the shortest length between two points in space at the same time. 
  
Sensor: Sensors are composed of central processing units, analog-to-digital converter, amplifier circuits, etc., that 
are affected by changes in the surrounding environment. These could be changes in temperature, pressure, carbon 
dioxide concentrations, the brightness of a light source, etc. The electrical signal generated by changes in the 
environment is then passed to the central processing unit via a digital-to-analog converter and the measurement 
results are output. 

 
For example, an infrared sensor (Fig. 2) senses the presence or absence of infrared light sources in the surrounding 
environment and causes the photosensitive components to generate electrical signals. The central processing unit 
processes the signals as 0 and 1 and controls the infrared sensors accordingly. 
 

 
Fig. 2: An infrared sensor 

 
 
Multi-Sensor information fusion: Humans instinctively synthesize information about their surroundings as it is 
detected by various organs (e.g., eyes, ears, nose). Multi-sensor information fusion is the functional simulation of 
the information gathered through these senses in the human brain. Compared with single sensors, multi-sensor 
information fusion technology can improve system survivability in solving issues such as detection, tracking and 
target identification, and it can improve the reliability and robustness of the entire system, enhance the credibility 
of data and improve accuracy, expand the system's time and space coverage, and increase the system's real-time 
performance and information utilization. As multi-sensor fusion technology is a research hotspot, a number of 
fusion methods have been suggested by researchers. At present, the common methods of multi-sensor data fusion 
can be roughly divided into two categories: random and artificial intelligence. Different levels of information fusion 
correspond to different algorithms, including weighted average fusion, Kalman filtering, Bayes estimation, 
statistical decision theory, probability theory, fuzzy logic reasoning, artificial neural network, and D-S evidence 
theory. 
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Requirements: 
 
Hardware requirements:  
 

● Yanshee robot  
● Infrared distance sensor 
● Mobile phone 

 

  
 
Software requirements:  
 

● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python development environment 
● Yanshee app (installed on the mobile phone) 
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Working Principle: 
 
Infrared distance measuring sensors use the principle that the intensity of different reflections of the infrared 
signal changes with distance.  
 
The Yanshee robot’s infrared distance measuring sensor (Fig. 3) works by applying a voltage to a pair of light-
emitting diodes (LEDs), which in turn emit infrared light. This light propagates through the air, and once it hits an 
object, it is reflected back toward the sensor and returned to the robot host via the digital sensor interface. The 
robot can use these reflected infrared signals to locate objects and identify changes in the surrounding 
environment (Fig. 4). 
 

                                                       
Fig. 3: Yanshee robot’s infrared sensor 
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Fig. 4 The infrared sensor measuring the distance to an obstacle 

 
 

Users who connect the infrared sensor to their system (Fig. 5) can learn to program the Yanshee robot to respond 

to readings from its infrared sensor by following the example below. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Hardware connections 
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Example: Infrared Distance Data Reading Through Python 
Program 

 

Basic experiment 
Users can achieve the infrared sensor data reading process through the following Yanshee SDK API. 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
 
#---------------------------Read Sensor Value------------------------- 
 
infrared_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFRARED_SENSOR_T() 
while True: 
        time.sleep(2) 
        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("infrared",infrared_sensor,4) 
        if ret != 0: 
                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   
        else: 
                print("Read Infrared Sensor Value: %d mm" % (infrared_sensor.iValue))     
     
#---------------------------Disconnect--------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 
 
Code Execution 
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Save the file name: ubtReadSensorValue.py.  
Perform python ubtReadSensorValue.py observation output on the terminal. 
 
Code Description 
 
First, users will need to import the time library and the RobotApi library, then enter the robot name and connect 
the robot through the ubtRobotDiscovery() function and the ubtRobotConnect() function. After that, the infrared 
sensor data is read through the while loop and finally disconnected. 
 
Output 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Advanced Experiment: Yanshee Magic Hands Experiment 
The program above shows how users can program the infrared sensor data to affect the Yanshee robot’s actions. 
When the robot is less than 20 cm from the user/obstacle, the robot retreats 20 cm and then squats. When the 
distance between the user/obstacle and the robot is greater than 20 cm, the robot stands and walks forward until 
it is 20 cm away. When the distance between the obstacle/user and the robot is greater than 30 cm, the robot 
stops walking toward the user/object and makes a waving “farewell” motion.  

 
With the infrared sensor, users can write a variety of interesting actions programs by experimenting with the 
robot's distance from obstacles. 
 

Application scenarios 

Infrared distance sensors have a wide range of applications in electronic toys, intelligent robots, industrial 

detection, biomimetics, medical imaging, education, and agriculture. 
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Conclusion 
With the infrared sensor, users can program the Yanshee robot’s infrared sensors to determine distances, and 
perform different actions based on this information. 
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Tutorial Objectives  
 
Through this tutorial users will: 
 

1) learn about ultrasonic sensors, and 

 
2) discover how ultrasonic sensors are used on the Yanshee robot. 

 

 
Purpose of This Tutorial 
 
Bats are the only mammals that can fly. They identify objects and obstacles at night using ultrasound. As they fly 
they make ultrasonic sounds. The returning echoes from those sounds give the bats information about anything that 
is ahead of them, including the size and shape of an insect and which way it is going. This allows bats to hunt for 
insects at night. Not only can they follow insects, but also they can avoid obstacles, such as trees or rocks. This system 
of locating prey and obstacles is called echolocation—locating things by their echoes. The Yanshee robot uses 
ultrasonic sensors in a similar way, allowing it to detect the distance and location of objects even in complete 
darkness. 
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
 
Ultrasound: Ultrasound is a sound wave with a frequency higher than 20,000 Hz. It has good directionality, strong 
penetrating ability, and has the added benefit of better maintaining its intensity and therefore propagating further 
in water. It can be used for distance measurement, speed measurement, cleaning, welding, gravel sterilization, and 
so on. It has many applications in the fields of medicine, military, industry, and agriculture. It is called ultrasound 
because its lowest frequency limit is higher than the highest frequencies of the human hearing limit. 
 
Reflected waves: Reflected waves are reflections and refractions that fluctuate at the interfaces of media with 
different densities. Half-wave loss does not occur in reflected waves; the difference in density of media on both sides 
of the boundary is one of the causes of reflections and refractions that fluctuate. The greater the difference in 
medium density, the greater the amount of reflection and the greater the amount of refraction. 
 
Amplifier circuit: The Amplifier circuit is one of the most widely used electronic circuits. Amplifier circuits constitute 
the basic unit of several other electronic circuits. The amplification here is to amplify the weak input signal (such as 
the signal, the change in voltage, the current, etc.) to a desired amplitude value while staying consistent with the 
original input signal variation law in order to perform distortion-free amplification. The essence of the amplifying 
circuit is the control and conversion of the energy. According to the common end of the input loop and the output 
loop, there are three basic forms of the amplifying circuit: common-emitter amplifier circuit, common-collector 
amplifier circuit, and common-base amplifier circuit. The actual amplifier circuit is usually composed of a signal 
source, a transistor and a load. A typical amplifier circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1: A typical amplifier circuit 

 
Microcontroller Principle: A microcontroller is a miniature computer. It is small, well organized, and has internal 
modules similar to those of the desktop computer, such as CPU, memory, parallel bus, and storage devices that have 
the same function as the hard disk. The difference is that the performance of these components is much weaker 
than home computers, but consequently the price is also low (generally not more than $5) and using it to control 
electrical appliances is not a very complex task. It is mainly the core of the control part. A single-chip computer is a 
microcomputer. It works on programs and can be modified as different functions are implemented through different 
programs. At present, the most commonly used microcontrollers are MCS-51 and STM32.  
 
 

Requirements 
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Hardware 

● Yanshee robot 
● One ultrasonic distance sensor 

 
Software 

● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python environment 

 
 
 

 
Working Principle 
 
The Yanshee robot’s ultrasonic sensor (Fig. 2) transmits ultrasonic waves in a certain direction and starts timing when 
the transmission begins.  
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 2: Where the ultrasonic sensor is located on the Yanshee robot 

 
The ultrasonic wave propagates in the air and immediately returns to the sensor after it hits an obstacle (Fig. 3). The 
propagation speed of the ultrasonic wave in air is 340 m/s. According to the time (t) recorded by the timer, the 
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distance (s) from the emitter on the robot to the obstacle can be calculated: s = 340 t/2. This is called the time 
difference ranging method. 
 

 
Fig. 3: How the ultrasonic sensor detects distances 

 
 
 
Ultrasonic distance sensors use these calculations to make measurements in a number of different applications 
including electronic toys, intelligent robots, industrial detection, biomimicry, and medical imaging. The Yanshee 
robot’s programming uses these calculations to help the robot avoid obstacles or perform certain tasks.  
 
Users who connect the infrared sensor to their system (Fig. 4) can learn to program the Yanshee robot to respond 

to readings from its infrared sensor by following the example below. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Hardware connections 
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Example: Reading of Ultrasonic Distance Data and 
Implementation of Corresponding Actions Through Python 
Programming 
 
Basic experiment 
Users can implement the corresponding programming function through Yanshee SDK API, then execute the relevant 
code: 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect--------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
 
#---------------------------Read Sensor Value-------------------------- 
 
ultrasonic_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTULTRASONIC_SENSOR_T() 
while True: 
        time.sleep(2) 
        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("ultrasonic",ultrasonic_sensor,4) 
        if ret != 0: 
                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   
        else: 
                print("Read Ultrasonic Sensor Value: %d mm" % (ultrasonic_sensor.iValue))     
     
#---------------------------Disconnect--------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 
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Output Screenshot: 

 
 
Advanced experiments 
This program allows the Yanshee robot to bypass an obstacle about 25 cm high. When approaching an obstacle, the 
robot will say, “Obstacles discovered, danger ahead!” After avoiding obstacles by moving to the left and forward, 
the robot will say, "I have successfully bypassed obstacles. Please give other instructions." 

Applications 
Ultrasonic distance sensors have a wide range of applications in electronic toys, intelligent robots, industrial 

detection, biomimicry, medical imaging, education, and agriculture. 

Conclusion 
With the ultrasonic distance sensor, users can program the Yanshee robot’s sensors to help the robot determine its 

distance from objects and avoid collisions with them. 
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Course Objectives  
Through this course users will:  

1) learn about touch sensors and how they work,  
2) learn where and how touch sensors are used, and 
3) program the touch sensors on the Yanshee robot. 

 
 
 

Purpose of This Tutorial 

In everyday life, when humans come into contact with an object, they are able to detect the texture and 
temperature of the object. Similarly, using sensors allows the Yanshee robot to determine the presence 
of objects, and determine certain characteristics about the objects using capacitive sensors. This 
information helps the Yanshee robot interact with its environment. 
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 
 

Capacitance  
Capacitance is the ability of a component or circuit to collect and store energy in the form of an 
electrical charge. The capacitance value (C) is measured in farads (F), a unit of measurement named for 
English physicist Michael Faraday (1791–1867). A farad is considered a large quantity of capacitance.  
 
Capacitors 
Capacitors are energy-storing devices available in many sizes and shapes. They consist of two plates of 
conducting material (usually a thin metal) separated by an insulator, or “dielectric,” made of ceramic, 
film, glass, or other material, even air. The dielectric boosts a capacitor’s charging capacity. The plates 
are wired to two external terminals, which sometimes are long and thin and can resemble tiny metallic 
antennae. These terminals can be plugged into a circuit.  
 
A capacitor collects energy (voltage) as current flows through the electrical circuit. Both plates hold 
equal charges, and as the positive plate collects a charge, an equal charge flows off the negative plate. 
When the circuit is switched off, a capacitor retains the energy it has gathered, though some loss is 
expected. Most household electrical devices include capacitors that produce only a fraction of a farad, 
often a thousandth of a farad (called a microfarad, µF), or as small as a trillionth (known as a picofarad, 
pF). Capacitors are mainly used for power supply filtering, signal filtering, signal coupling, resonance, 
filtering, charge and discharge, energy storage, and DC blocking. 
 
While batteries release energy gradually, capacitors discharge it quickly. For example, a capacitor 
attached to a digital camera’s flash unit collects energy from the camera’s battery, then releases it in a 
burst when the shutter is activated; depending on its size, the capacitor may need a second or two to 
collect enough energy for another flash.  
 
Multi-touch sensing principle  
The core of a multi-touch system is the capacitive sensing of a pair of adjacent electrodes. When a 
conductor, such as a finger, approaches these electrodes, the capacitance between the two electrodes 
increases (Fig. 1). The capacitance can be detected by a microcontroller. In addition, capacitive sensing 
can be used for proximity sensing, where the sensor and the user's body do not need to be in contact. 
This can be achieved by increasing the sensitivity of the sensor. 

 
Fig. 1: A finger causing the capacitance between the two electrodes to increase 

 
Capacitive touch sensing microcontroller unit operating principle 
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Capacitors can function as touch sensors in devices. A reference capacitor (CREF) receives its charge 
from its source (the reference current, or IREF), while a sensor capacitor (CSENSOR) receives its charge 
from its source (the sensor current, or ISENSOR). As a conductor (such as a finger) approaches the 
CSENSOR, the charge on the CSENSOR changes, causing the instantaneous generation of a voltage. This 
changed voltage is then amplified by an internal reference voltage (VREF) through a common-mode 
differential amplifier, while the voltage from the reference is also amplified by the VREF. The two 
amplified signals are then compared by the specific absorption rate analog-to-digital converter (SAR 
ADC) to determine the current in the ISENSOR (Fig. 2).  
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic of capacitor used for sensing touch 

 
If the values are different, the device with the touch-sensing circuit is affected (e.g., the letter being 
touched on the smartphone screen is typed). 
 
Principles of capacitive sensing 
Under the outer cover material of a capacitive button there is a conductive copper block area and a 
conductive sensor. When the two conductive elements are close to each other, a capacitance value is 
generated and the body is marked with Cp. This capacitance value is generated due to the coupling 
phenomenon between the sensor pad and the ground plate. Cp is a parasitic capacitance, typically on 
the order of 10 pF to 300 pF. The proximity of the sensor to the ground plate also creates a fringing 
electric field that can penetrate the outer cover. Human tissue is also an electrical conductor. Placing a 
finger on the fringe field attachment increases the conductive surface area of this capacitive system. In 
Fig. 3, the additional finger capacitance value (CF) is in the order of 0.1 pF to 10 pF. Although the 
presence of a finger causes a change in the capacitance, the change is smaller than the parasitic 
capacitance. The capacitance measured by the sensor is Cx. In the absence of a finger, Cx is substantially 
equal to Cp, whereas in the presence of a finger, Cx is the sum of Cp and CF. 
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Fig. 3: A capacitive button 

 

Requirements 
Hardware 

● Yanshee robot 
● One touch sensor 

 

Software 
● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python environment 

 
 
 
 

Working Principle 
Humans use touch to determine what material an object is made from, and to interact with others. 
Being able to feel touch via touch sensors allows robots such as the Yanshee robot to interact with its 
user.  
 
Touch sensors use capacitive touch sensing technology to detect the presence of a finger around the 
sensor by detecting changes in the capacitance. The digital value is read by the microcontroller unit 
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(MCU) through this change, and the corresponding touch capacitance sensing result is measured and 
the corresponding operation is output. The Yanshee robot’s touch sensor allows the Yanshee robot to 
respond to human contact, such as handshakes.  
Users who connect the infrared sensor to their system can learn to program the Yanshee robot’s touch 
sensor by following the example below. 

 
Example: Touch sensor application scenario experience through 
Python programming 

Basic experiment 
Users can implement the corresponding programming function through Yanshee SDK API, then execute 
the relevant code: 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
 
#---------------------------Read Sensor Value--------------------------- 
 
touch_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTTOUCH_SENSOR_T() 
while True: 
        time.sleep(2) 
        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("touch",touch_sensor,4) 
        if ret != 0: 
                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   
        else: 
                print("Read Touch Sensor Value: %d " % (touch_sensor.iValue))     
     
#---------------------------Disconnect---------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 
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Output Screenshot 
 
Result output analysis  
A result of 0 means no touch has occurred, a result of 1 means that the left side was touched, a result of 
2 means that the right side was touched, and a result of 3 means that both sides were touched at the 
same time.  
 
Advanced Experiments: Shaking Hands with Yanshee 
First the Yanshee robot will reach out and say, “Hello, can we shake hands?” When the user places his or 
her hand forward and touches the touch sensor on the arm of the robot the robot feels the hand touch 
through the touch sensor and signals the arm to shake its hand up and down, say: "Thank you so much! 
I'm your intelligent robot assistant Yanshee, I wish you a happy time!" When the user withdraws his or 
her hand, the robot’s arm returns to its normal position and the robot says: "I am very happy to meet 
you, and I will!” 
 
 
 

Applications 

In actual life, smart devices (phones, watches, tablets, etc.), laptops, interactive maps (mall directories, 
airport terminal maps, university maps, etc.), and many more products use touch applications. 
 
 
 

Conclusion 

With touch sensors, users can write a variety of programs to have the Yanshee robot interact with the 
objects and people that it touches. 
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Course Objectives  
Through this course, users will:  
 

1. learn about pressure sensors, and 
2. learn how pressure sensors are used in the Yanshee robot.  

 
 

Requirements 
Hardware 

● Yanshee robot 
● One touch sensor 

 
Software 

● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python environment 

 
 
 

Purpose of This Tutorial 
In daily life, people not only need to know the distance to an object, but they also need to know how much force is 
needed to move the object. A person’s sense of touch and the force behind that touch allows a person to 
determine the pressure applied to an object. The Yanshee robot can also determine how much pressure is applied 
to it by using a pressure sensor. 
  
 

Vocabulary 
Pressure: Physical pressure refers to the force acting on the contact surface of two objects. Traditionally, in 
mechanics and most engineering disciplines, the word "stress" is synonymous with the pressure. Pressure can be 
calculated using the following formula F = PS (where F is the force, P is the pressure, and S is the surface area). 
 
Resistance: Resistance is the opposition that a substance offers to the flow of electric current. When an electric 
current of one ampere passes through a component across which a potential difference (voltage) of one volt 
exists, then the resistance of that component is one ohm. 
 
Resistors: Resistors are current-limiting components that can limit the size of the current in a circuit. Resistors that 
cannot be changed are called fixed resistors. A resistor with variable resistance is called a potentiometer. The ideal 
resistor is a linear resistor in which the instantaneous current through the resistor is proportional to the applied 
instantaneous voltage. Variable resistors are used for voltage division. The exposed resistor body has one to two 
removable metal contacts. The contact position determines the resistance between either end of the resistor body 
and the contact. 

 
Resistance strain gauge: The resistance strain gauge is a sensitive device that converts the strain change on the 

device being tested into an electrical signal. It is one of the main components of a piezoresistive strain sensor. The 
most widely used resistance strain gauges are metal resistance strain gauges and semiconductor strain gauges. The 
metal resistance strain gauges are of two types: wire strain gauge and metal foil strain gauge. Usually, the strain 
gauges are tightly bonded to a mechanical strain matrix with a special adhesive agent. When a stress causes the 
base body to change, the strain gauges also deform, changing the resistance of the strain gauges, and thus the 
voltage applied to the resistor changes. These strain gauges usually have a small change in resistance when they 
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are subjected to stress. In general, these strain gauges form a strain bridge and are amplified by a subsequent 
instrumentation amplifier and transmitted to a processing circuit (usually alternating current convertors and 
central processing unit) display or actuator. 
 
Piezoresistive strain sensors: Piezoresistive strain sensors are also called strain sensors or strain gauges. A strain 
gauge is a device used to measure how much a component distorts under loading. The electrical resistance of a 
sensing material changes as a result of applied strains. 
 

 
                       Fig. 1: A piezoresistive strain sensor 

 
 
Pressure sensor: A pressure sensor is a device that senses pressure signals and converts them into usable output 
signals according to certain rules. Pressure sensors usually consist of pressure-sensing elements and signal 
processing units. The resistance strain gauge is one of the pressure-sensing elements. 
 

 
Introduction to Basic Concepts and Working Principle 
Humans use pressure to determine how much force to apply to an object to pick it up or push it. Being able to 
measure pressure allows robots such as the Yanshee to interact with their environment.  

 
The Yanshee robot uses pressure sensors (Fig. 2) to determine that pressure has been applied to the robot’s 
surface and to convert this pressure signal into an output electrical signal. The Yanshee robot determines the 
change through the MCU and makes corresponding action responses as programmed by the user. 
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Fig. 2: Yanshee robot’s pressure sensor 

 
Yanshee's pressure sensor is a thin film pressure sensor, which is essentially a piezoresistive pressure sensor with a 
range of 2 kg to 20 kg. Single-point pressure is generated when the sensor is under pressure and a set of resistance 
change readings is obtained. The corresponding pressure values can be determined using the following table: 

 
 

Pressure(
kg) 

Resistance(
KΩ) 

2 606 

3 400 

4 354.3 

5 332.5 

6 315 

8 294.6 

10 280.3 

12 271.9 

14 262.5 

16 256.2 

18 251.4 

20 246 

 
Users who connect the pressure sensor to their system (Fig. 3) can learn to program the Yanshee robot’s 
pressure sensor by following the example below. 
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Fig. 3: Hardware connections 

 
 

 
Example: Pressure Sensor Application Scenario Experience 
Through Python Programming 
Basic experiment: Users can implement the corresponding programming function through Yanshee SDK API, then 
execute the following code: 
  

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
 
#---------------------------Read Sensor Value--------------------------- 
 
press_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTPRESSURE_SENSOR_T() 
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while True: 
        time.sleep(2) 
        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("pressure",press_sensor,4) 
        if ret != 0: 
                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   
        else: 
                print("Read Press Sensor Value: %d Kg " % (press_sensor.iValue)) 
     
#---------------------------Disconnect---------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 
 
Advanced experiment: Yanshee's Compression Song 
Using the above code, the Yanshee robot can be programmed to play audio recordings dependent upon the 
pressure on the Yanshee’s sensor. Users can program the Yanshee robot to play different songs when different 
amounts of pressure are applied, or to play one song at different speeds depending on the pressure. 
 

Applications 
In real-life situations, pressure sensors are used in a variety of industries, from transportation to medical care. In 
fact, pressure sensors are the most commonly used sensors in industrial practice.  

 
Conclusion 
With the Yanshee robot’s pressure sensor, users can obtain the robot's perception of pressure. This allows the user 
to program the robot’s reactions to encountering a variety of different pressures. 
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Course Objectives  

In this course we will go through the following: 

1) Some physical concepts such as color, color space. 

2) The basic principles of color sensors, methods to use them and their applications.  

3) How are the color sensors used in the robot field?  

4) Finally, we shall enhance the practical application of color sensors through an experiment with Yanshee 

robot and traffic lights. 

 

Purpose of This Tutorial 

 

We live in a colorful world, but what makes us perceive and distinguish between different colors? It turns out that 

in our eyes, there are cones on the retina. In addition to preventing damage from strong light, the cones also have 

other various functions like color vision and shape perception. According to the theory of three primary colors, the 

outer segment of the optic cone contains three different photosensitive pigments (corresponding to red, green 

and blue), each absorbing a certain wavelength of light to produce color vision. Rays of other wavelengths can also 

be superimposed and absorbed, so that a variety of color sensations can be produced and various colors can be 

identified. However, we wanted to introduce the concept of color to the Yanshee robot and hence the color sensor 

was made and incorporated. Perhaps with it the robot can easily identify a pot of green plants or the blue sky. 
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Terminology 

 

Color: Color is a major characteristic of human visual perception of light through the eyes and the brain. The light 

we see with the naked eye is generated by electromagnetic waves with a very narrow wavelength range. 

Electromagnetic waves of different wavelengths correspond to different colors. The identification of the color is 

the visual nerve sensation caused by the naked eye being stimulated by the electromagnetic radiation energy. 

 

RGB color space: The RGB color space is based on three basic colors: R (Red), G (Green) and B (Blue), and is 

superimposed to different degrees to produce a rich and wide range of colors. Therefore, it is commonly called a 

three-color mode. In nature, there are infinitely many different colors and the human eye can only distinguish a 

limited number of distinct colors. The RGB pattern can represent more than 16 million different colors. It appears 

to the human eye that it is very close to the color of nature. It is also called the natural color mode. Red, green, and 

blue represent three basic colors in the visible spectrum or three primary colors. Each color is divided into 256 

levels according to its brightness. 

 

 

 

HSV color space: HSV (Hue, Saturation, brightness Value), also known as HSB (where B refers to Brightness), is 

commonly used by artists, because the concept of using hue, saturation and other descriptions of color makes its 

perception more natural and intuitive. HSV is a variant of the RGB color space. Its content and color scale are 

closely related to its source, the RGB color space. 

 

Principles of color percipience by the human eye: At present, most people accept the theory of the three primary 

colors of vision proposed by Thomas Young, etc. There are three types of cone cells or their three corresponding 

photopigments that are particularly sensitive to red, green and blue rays in the retina, and when the wavelengths 

of the light are between these three in the retina, these rays can stimulate the sensitive wavelengths of the two 

cones or photosensitive pigments to varying degrees, causing the sensation of other colors between the two 

primary colors in the central nervous system. 

 

When we look at things, we use the eyes to receive visible light. Visible light is a frequency band of 

electromagnetic waves. We map the electromagnetic waves of different frequencies that we perceive as different 
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colors. Electromagnetic waves (infrared, etc.) that encounter excessively high or low frequencies cannot be 

handled by the eye, so they cannot be seen. Therefore, color is only a subjective feeling of human beings, not an 

objective property of objects. The object is only emitting or reflecting electromagnetic waves. 
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Requirements: 

Hardware requirements:  

• Yanshee robot 

• color sensor 

  

Software requirements:  

• Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 

• Linux system 

• Python development environment 
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Hardware connection: 

 

 

 

Working Principle: 

Color sensor is the use in color-sensitive components to convert light signals into current conversion and then 

carry out micro current signal preprocessing and then A / D conversion, the final digital signal to the 

microcontroller or computer processing, and finally output a specific RGB value through contrast and output color 

value. The Yanshee robot reads the color value through the color sensor, and performs the corresponding action 

and interaction with the surrounding environment. 

 

Block diagram: 

 
 
 

Yanshee robot - color sensor installation: 
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Example: Implementing a Color Sensor Application through 

Python Programming 

Basic experiment: basic data reading, we use Python code programming through Yanshee SDK API. Then execute 

the relevant code: 

#!/usr/bin/python 

# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 

 

import time 

import RobotApi 

 

RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 

#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 

gIPAddr = "" 
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robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 

#The robot name you want to connect 

robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 

ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 

if (0 != ret): 

        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 

        exit(1) 

 

gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 

ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 

if (0 != ret): 

        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 

        exit(1) 

 

#---------------------------Read Sensor Value--------------------------- 

 

color_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTCOLOR_SENSOR_T() 

while True: 

        time.sleep(2) 

        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("color",touch_sensor,16) 

        if ret != 0: 

                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   

        else: 

                print("Read Color Sensor RedValue: %d " % (color_sensor.iRedValue)) 

  print("Read Color Sensor GreenValue: %d " % (color_sensor.iGreenValue)) 

  print("Read Color Sensor BlueValue: %d " % (color_sensor.iBlueValue)) 

     

#---------------------------Disconnect---------------------------------- 

RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
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RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 

Advanced Experiment: Yanshee On Traffic Lights 

The Yanshee robot stops to rest at the red light. After seeing the green light, the Yanshee robot stands up and 

crosses the road. Voice broadcast: "Successful adaption to traffic lights" 

Application: Industrial robots use color to distinguish objects and complete production operations. Consumer-level 

robots use color for low level tasks like distinguishing small balls for sorting and demonstration education. In short, 

its use is very extensive. 

 

Conclusion  

With the color sensor, we can facilitate the robot's perception of color to write a variety of programs to perform 

interesting actions. It's like the robot's eye (vision), making the robot smarter and more alert. 
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Tutorial Objectives  
Through this tutorial, users will:  

1) learn the basic principles, methods of use, and application scenarios of temperature and humidity 
sensors,  

2) learn how to use the temperature and humidity sensors in the robotics field, and  
3) enhance their ability to apply temperature and humidity sensors in practice through an experimental 

lesson. 
 
 
 

Requirements 
Hardware requirements  

● Yanshee robot 
● One temperature and humidity sensor 
● HDMI cable 
● HDMI monitor 

 

           
 
Software requirements  

● Raspberry Pi Raspbian system 
● Linux system 
● Python development environment 
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Purpose of This Tutorial 
Every day, people listen to weather forecasts and use temperature alerts on mobile phones to determine what 
clothing to wear, whether they need an umbrella, and even what activities to do. Skin can feel changes in 
temperature and the brain reacts quickly to these changes to maintain a suitable body temperature in summer and 
winter. However, robots can obtain more accurate temperature and humidity data using more precise 
components—temperature and humidity sensors. 
 
In this tutorial, users will learn how to program a temperature sensor so that the Yanshee robot can help users 
determine what to wear on certain days. 
 
 
 

Vocabulary 
Temperature: Temperature is the degree of heat of an object. Microscopically speaking, it is the average kinetic 
energy of an object's molecules. This energy can only be measured indirectly, through certain characteristics of the 
object. 
 
Humidity: Humidity is the amount of water vapor present in the air. At a given temperature, the less water vapor 
that is contained in a certain volume of air, the drier the air; the more water vapor, the more humid the air. 
Relative humidity is a percent scale based on the maximum amount of water the air can hold at a given 
temperature; 50% humidity on a 20°C day would mean that the air is holding half of the maximum amount that it 
can hold at 20°C. 
 
Principles of weather forecasting: People use satellite weather maps to obtain weather information about such 
things as rainfall, cloud cover, wind speed, and atmospheric pressure. These weather maps are created from a 
variety of measurements. Ground surface temperature and ocean humidity are measured through ground stations, 
while space-based observations are mainly completed by satellites, probing balloons, and sounding rockets. The 
Chinese national meteorological department has 2,243 national-level ground-based meteorological observation 
stations, 473 national unmanned automatic weather stations, 55,488 regional automatic weather stations, 181 
new-generation weather radar stations, and seven on-orbit operational weather satellites. Observers throughout 
the country regularly observe the clouds, sky conditions, temperature, humidity, pressure, and wind power to 
observe the real-time conditions of the atmosphere.  
 
The observation data is rapidly transferred through a professional communication network, and these observation 
data are processed by a high-speed computer to obtain various charts, such as weather charts and other special 
charts reflecting the national weather conditions, for analysis and use by weather forecasters. Through the analysis 
of weather maps and various weather charts, combined with meteorological satellites, radar detection data, and 
mathematical models, the forecaster will make a comprehensive analysis and judgment and make specific weather 
forecasts for different time periods in the future. 
 
Bus interface protocol: The central processing unit and external devices communicate through the bus. The sensor 
and the Yanshee robot communicate through an inter-integrated circuit (I2C) bus.  
 
Common temperature sensors: Common temperature sensors include the DHT11 and DS18B20. The DHT11 is a 
temperature and humidity sensor with calibrated digital signal output and an accuracy of +/- 5% for relative 
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humidity and +/- 2°C for temperature, and a range of 20% to 90% for relative humidity, and 0°C to 50°C for 
temperature, as shown in Fig. 2 below. 
 

       
Fig. 2: Schematic for the Yanshee robot’s common room temperature sensor 

 
DS18B20 is a single-bus digital temperature sensor with a testing temperature range of -55°C to -125°C. It has a 
small size, low hardware overhead, anti-interference ability, and high precision characteristics (Fig. 3). A single bus 
means there is no clock line and only one communication line. The single bus reads and writes data by controlling 
the start time and sampling time, so the timing requirements are very strict. This is also a difficulty of the DS18B20 
driver programming. 
 
 

 
Fig. 3: Temperature and humidity sensor DS18B20 
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Introduction to Basic Concepts and Working Principle 
The Yanshee robot’s temperature sensor (Fig. 4) integrates a temperature measurement element and an analog to 
digital conversion circuit and converts the sensing temperature of the thermistor value and other components to 
the ambient temperature and then finally converts it into a digital temperature value. The temperature value of 
the sensor is read by the microcontroller through the I2C bus. The best way to display the information is through 
digital tubes or liquid crystal displays which are being used in the Yanshee robot. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Yanshee robot’s temperature sensor 
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Users who connect the temperature sensor to their system can learn to program the Yanshee robot to respond to 
different temperatures by following the example below. 

 
 
Example: Using Python programming to implement a 
temperature and humidity sensor application  

Basic experiment 
Using the Python code programming through Yanshee SDK API, users can execute the following code: 
 

#!/usr/bin/python 
# _*_ coding: utf-8 -*- 
 
import time 
import RobotApi 
 
RobotApi.ubtRobotInitialize() 
#------------------------------Connect---------------------------------- 
gIPAddr = "" 
robotinfo = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTINFO_T() 
#The robot name you want to connect 
robotinfo.acName="Yanshee_0A7E" 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotDiscovery("SDK", 15, robotinfo) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Return value: %d" % ret) 
        exit(1) 
 
gIPAddr = robotinfo.acIPAddr 
ret = RobotApi.ubtRobotConnect("SDK", "1", gIPAddr) 
if (0 != ret): 
        print ("Can not connect to robot %s" % robotinfo.acName) 
        exit(1) 
 
#---------------------------Read Sensor Value--------------------------- 
 
environment_sensor = RobotApi.UBTEDU_ROBOTENV_SENSOR_T() 
while True: 
        time.sleep(2) 
        ret = RobotApi.ubtReadSensorValue("environment",environment_sensor ,12) 
        if ret != 0: 
                print("Can not read Sensor value. Error code: %d" % (ret))   
        else: 
                print("Read Environment Sensor tempValue: %d " % (environment_sensor.iValue))     
     
#---------------------------Disconnect---------------------------------- 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDisconnect("SDK","1",gIPAddr) 
RobotApi.ubtRobotDeinitialize() 

 
Output screenshots: 
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Advanced Experiment: Reminder on Yanshee 
Users can program the Yanshee to help them select what to wear based on the temperature, such as having the 
Yanshee robot recommend short sleeves when the temperature is higher than 20°C and thicker jackets when the 
temperature is lower than 10°C.  
 
 
 

Application Scenario   

In daily life, temperature and humidity sensors are used in medical and laboratory equipment, home temperature 
monitors, air conditioning units, and even smart phones. 

 
Conclusion  
With the temperature and humidity sensor, users can program the Yanshee robot to respond differently to a 
variety of temperatures.  
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